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Nighttime

A Bedtime Chart and Graph
Materials two large sheets of paper

markers

What to do 1.  During group time, ask the children to talk about some of the things they do

before bed each night.

2.  List all the activities mentioned on a large sheet of paper. During free choice

time, invite the children to illustrate the activities next to each one listed.

3.  On a second sheet of paper, make a graph with numbers on the left side and

bedtime activities on the bottom.

4.  At the next group time, explain how to use a graph and what kind of

information can be learned from them. Ask them to predict which bedtime

activity will have the highest score (i.e., most of the children do the activity)

and the lowest score (less children do the activity). For example, “Do you

think more people brush their teeth each night or take medicine each

night?”

5.  Read each activity and ask the children to raise their hands if they do the

activity before bed each night. Color as many squares as appropriate for each

activity and compare your predictions.

6.  If time allows, focus on the sequence of activities. For example, “Who brushes

their teeth first?” “Who puts on their pajamas before their bath?”

7.  If available, photocopy their illustrations several times and ask the children to

cut and paste the sequence of events in whichever order they wish.

Related books Bedtime for Frances by Russell Hoban

Good Night Moon by Margaret Wise Brown

Good Night Owl by Pat Hutchins

Sleepy Bear by Lydia Dabcovich

There’s a Nightmare in My Closet by Mercer Mayer

Related song “Brush Your Teeth” on Singable Songs for the Very Young by Raffi

w Shirley Salach, Northwood, NH
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Nighttime

A Bedtime Story
Materials black paper

chalk

stapler

What to do 1.  Explain to the children that they are going to make a group bedtime story

book. Let two or three children at a time work on the book during free play.

2.  Ask each child to use black paper and chalk to draw a picture of something

that makes her sleepy. Let each child describe her picture as you write down

what she says.

3.  Add a cover and bind the pictures together with staples. Read the book to

the class at nap time or circle time.

w Ann Kelly, Johnstown, PA

It All Happened at Night
Materials Night Driving by John Coy

tape recorder and audio tape

white construction paper

markers

purple plastic wrap

stapler

What to do 1.  Read Night Driving by John Coy. Discuss the varying things the two

characters in the book do and see as they travel at night.

2.  Ask the children if they have ever traveled at night with their parents and

encourage them to share their experiences. Use a tape recorder to record

their thoughts. Explain that they are going to make a book about the

experiences they have had at night.

3.  Ask the children to draw a picture of something they saw while out at night.

4.  Cover each child’s picture with purple plastic wrap and staple in place. This

will simulate a nighttime look.

5.  Create a cover titled “It All Happened at Night.” Bind the pages together into

a book.

6.  Let the children take turns taking the book home to share with their families.


